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Warmly Welcome

Nozzle Cleaner Introduction 

                        ------SC-NZR
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The automatic nozzle cleaning machine is an integrated and comprehensive cleaning machine 
with energy saving, environmental protection and batch cleaning. It can fully perform cleaning 
and drying functions online.  

 Mainly used for cleaning the nozzle for SMT placement machine;

Various types of nozzle solder 
paste

SC-NZR  Application
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设备清洗流程

1. Touch screen operation 
interface adopts stable and 
reliable imported brand 
color touch screen;

2. Different parameters can be 
set according to different 
product models for quick 
editing;

Emergency button

a Operation interface introduction : Spray screen introduction :

SC-NZR  Brief Introduction
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设备工作原理

Cleaning process and detailed paragraphs:

           By crushing the water, a very fine mist is generated, and a strong kinetic energy is formed at the speed 
of sound (V=360 m/s) to spray on the nozzle, forming a continuous energy field above the nozzle to be 
cleaned, smashing the surface and the inside. dirt. Independent cleaning, non-destructive nozzles. Use 
this device for daily nozzle maintenance cleaning, which can achieve thorough cleaning effect under safe 
conditions. Reduce the scrapping cost of the nozzle caused by the traditional cleaning method, prolong 
the life of the nozzle, and play a vital role in the maintenance of the placement machine to ensure that 
the placement machine is running better.

Set interface

Water mist reaction device     

  

      

  
Spray gun (combined spray nozzle)

Nozzle (cleaning)
  

Air inlet

Air filter

SC-NZR  Working Principle
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Cleaning test

Cleanliness level standard:
According to IPC-J-STD-001 standard flux residue level III standard <40ug/cm2, ionic pollutant content 
level III standard ≤1.5(Nacl) ug/cm2, extraction resistivity>2×106Ω.cm

设备工作原理

Lon test

Magnifier STR test

Visual
 inspection

SC-NZR  Working Principle
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添加

标题
单击此处添加详细说明单击此处添加详细说明

单击此处添加详细说明单击此处添加详细说明

2, the whole process visualization: the cleaning room is equipped with a visualization 
window, the cleaning process at a glance

1. Fully automatic cleaning mode: automatic cleaning and drying process;

 3, the most scientific nozzle design (patent): nozzle height is adjustable, improve 
cleaning efficiency, nozzle can be removed;
 4. Visual nozzle pressure can be adjusted: Solve the collision and splash problems of 
small nozzles under high pressure spray conditions during cleaning;
 5, using deionized or pure water to clean, no need to buy 
liquid;
 6, the fuselage village quality: the overall 304 stainless steel body, acid, alkaline and 
other cleaning fluid;

8. Lower operating costs: lower equipment investment costs, localized services, teams 
and ample spare parts supply.

 7. The presence of a solid barrier has an emergency stop button protection 
function;

Main Features of SC-NZR ：

SC-NZR  Main Features
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From the equipment parameters, SC-NZR is an environmentally friendly cleaning 
equipment with rapid cleaning, high cleaning integration and batch cleaning.

添加标题
单击此处添加详细说明单击此处添加详细说明

单击此处添加详细说明单击此处添加详细说明

        Content Parameters

Device size： 520mm(L) ×550mm(W) × 460mm(H) 

Process flow：

Manual feeding → Set cleaning parameters → Run three-
color light (green light indicates that the operating 
conditions are met) → Clean pressurizing operation cleaning 
→ Automatically discharge sewage after cleaning → 
Municipal air drying → Manual reclaiming
     

Capacity calculation：
The output is: cleaning for about 10 minutes; cleaning for 40 each time, 
production per hour: about 240PCS/H. This output is for reference only, 
subject to actual conditions.

Weight：  35KG

Power requirement                                  AC220/50H；Total power0.2Kw

SC-NZR  Technical Parameters
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Naturally formed 
dirt during use

The nozzle is 
clogged and 
severely dirty

Steps ：

Cleaning 
comparison ：

Manual feeding → Set cleaning parameters → Run three-color light (green light indicates that the 
operating conditions are met) → Clean pressurizing operation cleaning → Discharge sewage after 
cleaning → Wet air drying → Manual reclaiming

Cleaning period Nozzle type Before cleaning After cleaning Note 

SC-NZR  Cleaning Process and Result
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A Cost savings  

(1) The traditional cleaning method 

requires a large amount of manual 

processing. After using the nozzle 

c l ean ing  mach ine ,  no  spec i a l 

personnel are required, and all are 

handed over to the machine for 

completion.(2) Manual cleaning is 

not complete, and multiple cleanings 

are required. The non-performing 

rate increases and the invisible labor 

costs increase.

 B High efficiency

(1) approximately 240 PCS/hour; 
Calculation method: 10 minutes for 
each cleaning, 40 for one cleaning, 
40*60=240(2)  The one-but ton 
button of the device is activated and 
runs online. One person can operate 
at least one device. For example, 
one or two devices are operated by 
one person, and the operator can 
do other things completely.

C No pollutions

(1) The original cleaning process uses 

a lcohol  volat i le  solvent type,  or 

ultrasonic cleaning, which is easy to 

lose the nozzle, is polluted by air and 

is flammable and unsafe. The cleaning 

liquid of this equipment is pure water 

type, no volatile and no flash point 

process. Carry out cleaning; 

D Excellent quality  

(1) Manually adopting multiple 

washing and washing, there is a 

hidden danger to the nozzle, and 

the cleaning is largely incomplete, 

because the brushing process 

determines,  and the art i f ic ia l 

fat igue period and emotional 

period;

SC-NZR cleaning machine greatly improves the whole cleaning process, with high cleaning efficiency, higher 
quality, safer and more environmentally friendly.

SC-NZR  Advantages
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B\Safety design

C\Stable 
performance

●1. This equipment is very energy-saving and 
environmentally friendly. It is directly cleaned with 
pure water. It is cleaned with advanced high-pressure 
broken-type principle. The loss of pure water is very 
small.●2 Suitable for all kinds of placement machines, 
40 cleaning each time, no need to care during the 
cleaning process

● 1, the cleaning area, the tray is in place with the in-
position device alarm, otherwise it can not work;● 2, 
the front door design has induction protection (visible 
tempered glass in the door panel) and sealing strip, 
the equipment prevents liquid or water from being 
sprayed out during cleaning;

A\ Cost efficiency

● 1, the main accessories use imported brands or 
industry-renowned brands, such as: Panasonic PLC, 
Weinview touch screen, CKD solenoid valve.● 2 316 
stainless steel storage pump, Panasonic motor + HTK 
rail run smoothly.

Conclusion:
Our UN-NZR 

cleaning 
equipment is 
more cost-

effective, more 
professional 
and focused 

SC-NZR  Benefit
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SC-NZR  Installation Reference
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THANK YOU


